CHSH Opens Big! UP 27.5%
China Shoe Holdings Inc. (CHSH)
$0.74 UP 27.5%
News is spreading and investors are jumping. Following the announcement
of 1000 new retail outlets being opened, heavy trading pushed shares up 27.5%.
News expected tomorrow. Trading will be huge. Get on CHSH fist thing Tuesday!

that was lame with adults.
and remember that it’s about fun and not rules.
We also bath together and go to nudist beaches.
What I find interesting about Candyland is how the game designers felt that a st
ack of cards with colors printed on them was a better move indicator than a mult
isided dice.
When we all finally get moving for the day.
I usually ask her if she’d like something else instead.
What does that create?
last week he fell at Sea World and he was so scared and shook up from the fall,
thank god not hurt but he wanted to cuddle and nurse so I sat and nursed him rig
ht in front of people.
Compared to the common fees.
Each length of days gets longer and longer.
We never work as "dual agents" or transaction brokers or any other neutral go-be
tween between buyer and seller.
I guess I like that I have boxers on because it keeps my goods safer from slight
ly romping kids.
They were mainly about nursing in public outside of the house.
Thanks for the wonderful review of how these games are going over with your kids
!
Until recently our kids were too young to play anything other than games such as
memory and dominoes.
or spinning spinners.
I do not think there is an age limit on being intimate with your children.
and remember that it’s about fun and not rules.
We have a co-sleeper attached to our bed but until now we have only used it once
.
On one hand I think it’s great that you can make the commitment to get that boob
tube out of your house.
Here, dual agency is not illegal.
Give it a few more years.
In other words, there is not much hidden between you.
Each length of days gets longer and longer.
Great site, by the way.
Compared to the common fees.
Agents for Home Buyers or any other exclusive buyer agency really does only repr
esent the buyer, leaving the seller to choose whether to hire their own agent,
get a lawyer or represent themselves.
Ditto video games- when they were large people played them together.
but it’s simple but still fun.
he’s waaaay into games.
Our take on some of the best.

This article was contributed by Elizabeth from Breast Pumps Direct.
I am happy with this arrangement and will probably let him continue this way.
it’s not really a game for kids, though.
then after a few bedtime readings you can start your own RPG by giving choices f
or your made-up bedtime story’s main character.
Glad to clear things up!
which means we are obligated to represent their interests.
She likes the game, but prefers to play Chutes and Ladders, which I prefer too,
so that works out well.
The Enchanted Forest is a good one.
but don’t do anything to help or prevent.
Tomorrow never comes.
On one hand I think it’s great that you can make the commitment to get that boob
tube out of your house.
I think parents are shifting the blame.
Other days she says she is a baby and wants to nurse.
I encourage you all to continue your co-sleeping as long as possible.
I am happy with this arrangement and will probably let him continue this way.
However, is there a point even during child-led weaning when mom needs to encour
age weaning for instance, when the child begins attending school?
Of course, this is just what works for us.
I definitely don’t think you are alone.
but I’ve always done so.
He announced one day that when he was seven he was going to stop.
Just ’cause you dumped the TV doesn’t mean the kids aren’t seeing the techno lig
ht.
I do sleep in underwear, but did so before we had children, as well.
Not every night or anything, but if I wasn’t feeling well, or if it was stormy,
or if I’d had a particularly bad dream.
Some of my favorite memories from my childhood are playing whist and Clue with m
y family.
I would have slept with my mother only if we were traveling or there was no wher
e else to sleep, but not just for fun.
The eldest had to adjust because we didn’t have the multiple beds on the floor t
hing and there was only so much room when the new baby arrived.
Sometimes she’s happy with the quick snuggle.
She also nurses when she’s been traumatized in some way.
This is seen as important in a society where what you say and what you really th
ink are often different.
We’re in a comfortable place with nursing.
I bought it too and so far, it’s not bad, though the gameplay is a bit flawed.
Our take on some of the best.
Do you think that due to, um, physiological differences, men should be more dili
gent in having some sort of pajamas or shorts on if the family is cosleeping?
The only thought that makes me shudder is one day being apart from my DD and DS
when they go off to their own lives.
" I might like them more, but maybe that’s my hangup.
I lay next to his bed, tell a story.
Thanks for your reviews, it’s nice to see that in the era of Playstation and Nin
tendo, board games still get a look in!
and recommend they get an attorney to take care of them.
At this point, I do not feel that either of us is ready to wean, but I am intere
sted in setting a few boundaries and beginning to prepare myself for when the ti
me comes.
They may not have been conversing, but at least they were together and could, if
they chose, discuss what they watched.
We are buyer agents, but we don’t mind making seller’s happy if it results in a
reasonable deal on a great house for our clients.
Sorry is a big hit too, as well as Clue Jr.
He announced one day that when he was seven he was going to stop.

it’s not really a game for kids, though.
Your children will pick up on any uncomfortableness you might have or not.
Its every single night that the girls fight over who will sleep with mommy and w
ho gets to sleep with daddy.
that was lame with adults.
Now the handheld devices are too small for that; people play by themselves.
then say goodnight and lay there next to the bed.
This is seen as important in a society where what you say and what you really th
ink are often different.
They were sitting on the floor playing poker and G- asked if he could join them.
I am a RSO, though, and we have had slight moments of awkwardness with school of
ficials who obviously subscribe to conservative paranoia.
But when they were teens we played cards quite often, usually a game called Hand
and Foot.
In the meantime, I love it, he loves it and we will know when the time has come
to end it.
What I find interesting about Candyland is how the game designers felt that a st
ack of cards with colors printed on them was a better move indicator than a mult
isided dice.
or Would you like to leave so that we can go somewhere more appropriate for nurs
ing?
but I’ve always done so.
Once you find out their identity, though, you shouldn’t have to look at the othe
rs.
I am often nude around my daughter, and while I’m sure one of these days she wil
l ask me to put some clothes on, we are all comfortable being naked around the h
ouse.
What I find interesting about Candyland is how the game designers felt that a st
ack of cards with colors printed on them was a better move indicator than a mult
isided dice.
K- seems to really like it, and at least half the time she has a sufficiently lo
ng attention span that we finish the game.
Look people in the eye.
My advice, keep your intimacies intimate, and let others act as they wish.
Sometimes she’s happy with the quick snuggle.
I can’t even remember the last time the SPS was used.
What games do you and your family particularly enjoy, and which have ended up as
clunkers?
Another more recent game that’s pretty great is Wordthief.
You are not the lone holdouts.
When we work directly with sellers on a "for sale by owner" property.
Buyer’s Agents are the consumer advocates of the real estate industry.
They are never nude by their own choice, but accept us as we are.
They need to learn self-control with these devices so they don’t end up adults s
ucked into these zoombie machines for hours on end.
They will usually take your lead on that.
" yet they’re also asking to represent us as the sellers.
I am still present when he baths and he is still comfortable with that.
They were mainly about nursing in public outside of the house.
it is not such an issue in Europe.
YesNo Comments: Please note that you relinquish any subsequent rights of ownersh
ip to your material by submitting it on this site.
is all about the process of elimination.
, Game of the States, Go to the Head of the Class and I think the group favorite
is Apples To Apples Jr.
They need to learn self-control with these devices so they don’t end up adults s
ucked into these zoombie machines for hours on end.
Glad to clear things up!
I think we will just wait until he is ready.

We’re in a comfortable place with nursing.
Not every night or anything, but if I wasn’t feeling well, or if it was stormy,
or if I’d had a particularly bad dream.
I lay next to his bed, tell a story.
Like a "casual" alcoholic.
So you should let nature take its course.
will that e-mail really rot before you open it?
They looked at us and asked if he knew how to play, to which Linda said "oh yeah
.

